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0 of 0 review helpful A space age six million dollar man By Beleafer Stars of the Kanri has a really cool premise 
almost a reverse take on artificial intelligence where a man s soul is connected to a partially artificial body like a soul 
transplant into a space age version of the six million dollar man Mix in an unknown planet different animals and 
almost humans then throw in Biblical principles and you have this boo The year is 2216 and the people of Earth are 
roaming the stars Some are searching for answers others for conquest and some are caught in the wrong place at the 
right time Mason Hawks a scout for the UCC finds himself in a nasty situation when he has an explosive encounter 
with an alien race called the Kanri Awakening in the fiery debris of his crashed vessel Hawks not only finds himself 
stranded on an alien planet but trapped in some kind of bio suit all wh 
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